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“Your mother taught me how to Cook!”Lin Jincheng glanced at ye Shu. 

 

“This sentence reminded ye Shu of her memories, and a faint smile appeared on her face.” 

 

“”Ah Shu, what do you want to eat?”Lin Jincheng asked.” 

 

Ye Shu thought for a moment. “Stir-fried shredded pork with green peppers.” 

 

“Hearing this, the corners of Lin Jincheng’s mouth curled up into a smile. “Okay.”” 

 

Stir-fried shredded pork with green peppers was a very common dish. 

 

It was also the dish that ye Shu had taught him personally all those years ago — stir-fried shredded pork 

with green peppers. 

 

“What about the two of you?”Lin Jincheng turned to look at Ye Zhuo and Lin Ze. 

 

“Ye Zhuo said, “Yeah, I want to eat Mapo Tofu.”” 

 

“Ye Zhuo had originally wanted to order a fish head with double peppers, but he was afraid that Lin 

Jincheng wouldn’t know how to cook it, so he chose the simplest dish.” 

 

“Ah Ze?” 

 



“Lin Ze originally wanted to say that he could eat anything, but he was afraid that it would hurt Lin 

Jincheng. He continued, “Curry beef.”” 

 

“”Okay, I’ll do it right away.”Lin Jincheng walked to the kitchen.” 

 

Ye Shu followed his footsteps. “Then I’ll Be Your Assistant.” 

 

“Okay.”Lin Jincheng nodded. 

 

“Soon, Lin Jincheng cooked five dishes and a soup that looked very good.” 

 

“There were shredded green pepper and pork ordered by ye Shu, Mapo Tofu ordered by ye Zao, Beef 

Curry ordered by Lin Ze, and two dishes that ye Zao and ye Shu liked to eat boiled fish and prawns with 

tomato sauce.” 

 

The last soup was silver fish soup. 

 

“”Dad, your cooking is not bad!”Ye Zao didn’t expect Lin Jincheng’s cooking to be so good.” 

 

“Lin Jincheng smiled and said, “A great teacher produces a great disciple!”” 

 

“Under the light, Ye Shu’s face was a thin layer of red.” 

 

The family of four was happy and harmonious. Even the meow of brother Meow was much more 

cheerful than before. 

 

“Ye Zhuo scooped up brother Meow from the ground. While eating, he stroked the cat.” 

 

“After eating, Lin Jincheng instructed the servants to bring the chicken soup that had been prepared in 

advance to Old Lady Lin in the hospital.” 



 

“When the servants brought the chicken soup to the hospital, Feng Qianqian was still kneeling at the 

door.” 

 

“Normally, the maid would definitely call her Miss Feng. However, the incident that happened at the Lin 

family this morning was related to Feng Qianhua. When the maid saw Feng Xianxian, she could only walk 

around.” 

 

Feng Xianxian had been kneeling outside the door for more than six hours. She looked haggard and even 

her lips had turned pale. 

 

“When the security guard saw the maid, he immediately opened the door and let her in.” 

 

“The maid walked in with a thermos box. “Old Madam, President Lin asked me to bring you chicken 

soup.”” 

 

Old Madam Lin lay on the hospital bed and turned to look at the maid. “Jin City didn’t come?” 

 

The maid shook her head. 

 

Old Madam Lin Sighed. “What about Qingxuan?” 

 

The maid opened the thermos box. “Mr. Fourth isn’t back yet.” 

 

Old Madam Lin didn’t say anything else. She took the chicken soup from the maid and took a sip. 

 

The chicken soup was just right. 

 

The fragrance assailed her nostrils. 

 



“After drinking the chicken soup, Old Mrs. Lin handed the bowl to the servant. “Is the one outside still 

kneeling?”” 

 

The servant naturally knew who old Mrs. Lin was referring to. She nodded. “I was still kneeling when I 

first arrived.” 

 

Still kneeling. 

 

Old Mrs. Lin had been thinking a lot this afternoon as she lay in bed. 

 

It was all her fault in the past. 

 

“She had trusted Feng Qianhua wrongly, which was why Feng Qianhua had caused the Lin family to 

suffer so badly.” 

 

But she did not do it on purpose. 

 

She had also been deceived! 

 

“If Feng Qianhua had not deceived her and poisoned her to control her, she would not have become like 

this.” 

 

“In other words, she was also a victim!” 

 

But now. 

 

“She, the victim, was unable to obtain the forgiveness of her son, daughter-in-law, and granddaughter.” 

 

It was said that all parents in the world were good. 

 



“Moreover, she had been deceived.” 

 

Why was Lin Jin Cheng unwilling to forgive her? 

 

“Thinking of this, old madam Lin felt very wronged. Her eyes turned red and she almost choked.” 

 

“She was bedridden, but no one came to visit her.” 

 

“If she had known this would happen, why would she have had so many children?” 

 

“Seeing her like this, the servant was shocked. “Old Madam, Are You Alright?”” 

 

Old Madam Lin held back her sobs. “I’m fine. Go out and let her in.” 

 

Her? 

 

“The servant was stunned for a moment before saying carefully, “Are you referring to Miss Feng?”” 

 

Old Madam Lin nodded. 

 

She wanted to see what Feng Xianxian wanted to say to her. 

 

“Alright.” 

 

“The maid walked to the door and said, “Miss Feng, the old lady wants you to go in for a while.”” 

 

“Hearing that, a glimmer of light flashed across Feng Xianxian’s lowered eyes. After a short while, she 

stood up from the floor with the help of the door frame.” 

 



“As she had kneeled for too long, the blood circulation in her legs was not circulating, causing her legs to 

be in pain and weak. She almost fell down. The maid quickly supported her and said, “Let me help you 

in.”” 
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“Thank you.”Feng Xianxian raised her head and thanked her. 

 

Feng Xianxian was supported by a servant as she limped into the ward. 

 

Old Lady Lin still did not have a good expression on Feng Xianxian’s face. “What do you want to say? 

Speak!” 

 

“Feng Xianxian released the servant’s hand and knelt in front of old lady Lin’s bed, her voice dripping 

with tears, “Grandma, I know you hate me and my mother! But I didn’t know that my mother had done 

so many wrong things. If I had known, I would have stopped her…” ” 

 

“”Even if it was my life, I would have stopped her!” ” 

 

“”But I didn’t know, I really didn’t know!” ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin looked at Feng Xianxian, who was crying so hard, and she couldn’t bear it anymore. ” 

 

But she had to hold it in. 

 

“After all, Feng Qianhua had done so many wrong things! ” 

 

“”My mother deserves to go to jail. I Won’t come and Beg for your forgiveness on her behalf! I just want 

to stand in front of you and apologize to you personally! I’m sorry! Grandma, I didn’t protect you well! 



You’ve always treated me as your own granddaughter, but I’ve disappointed you! I’m not a good 

granddaughter!” ” 

 

“”Grandma, I’ll Call You Grandma one last time. Thank you for taking care of me for so many years, and 

thank you for treating me like your own granddaughter!” ” 

 

“At the last sentence, Feng Xianxian knelt on the ground and kowtowed. ” 

 

“After kowtowing, Feng Xianxian stood up from the ground. “Goodbye, Old Lady!” ” 

 

“Looking at Feng Xianxian’s back view as she turned to leave, Old Lady Lin’s eyes turned red. ” 

 

The child was a good child. 

 

It was a pity that she did not meet a good mother. 

 

Sigh! 

 

“Old Lady Lin wanted to call out to Feng Xianxian, but her voice was stuck in her throat and could not 

come out. ” 

 

Feng Qianhua had just done such a thing. 

 

She could not face Feng Xianxian now. 

 

Feng Xianxian returned to the Feng family. 

 

The Feng family had already received the news. 

 

And the scandals that Feng Qianhua had done were also known by everyone in the circle. 



 

Old Madam Feng was extremely angry. 

 

She was originally still dreaming that Feng Qianhua could marry into the Lin family. 

 

“She didn’t expect that not only did Feng Qianhua not marry into the Lin family, but she even got into 

the police station! ” 

 

Which wealthy family didn’t care about their reputation? 

 

“After this incident, even her sons and grandsons would be implicated. ” 

 

“Ever since the news of Feng Qianhua’s incident spread, the Feng Corporation’s stock price had 

plummeted. At this point, it had already dropped by several points! ” 

 

“At this moment, when she saw Feng Xianxian walk in from outside, Old Madam Feng was furious. She 

immediately slapped Feng Xianxian. “Little Slut! You still have the face to come back!” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian had just received old madam Lin’s slap in the afternoon. At this moment, she was 

slapped by Old Madam Feng again. Her entire face was swollen beyond recognition. ” 

 

What was even more laughable was that… 

 

The Feng family members were all gloating at her. They had no intention of persuading Old Madam 

Feng. 

 

Feng Xianxian’s gaze swept across everyone’s faces. She would forever remember this moment! 

 

“Then, she would return it to them with interest! ” 

 



“”Grandma, I’m Sorry.”Feng Xianxian looked at Old Madam Feng with tears in her eyes, “I don’t know 

what my mother did either. I’m also a victim… If you don’t want to see me, I can leave this place 

immediately. I Won’t give you any trouble…” ” 

 

“Get lost! Get Lost Right Now!”Old Madam Feng pointed at the door. 

 

Feng Qianhua had done such a thing. Feng Xianxian was Feng Qianhua’s daughter. Old Madam Feng 

couldn’t wait to tell the world that these two mother and daughter had nothing to do with the Feng 

family. How could she tolerate Feng Xianxian staying in the Feng Family? 

 

Feng Xianxian covered her face. “Then I’ll go upstairs and pack my clothes first.” 

 

“Old Madam Feng looked at her daughters-in-law. “Second daughter-in-law, you go with her.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

The Feng family’s second daughter-in-law followed Feng Xianxian’s footsteps and mocked Feng Xianxian 

along the way. 

 

Feng Xianxian held back the anger on her face and did not say a word. 

 

“She would definitely return everything that she had suffered today to the Feng family, with interest! ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian did not touch those expensive things. She only packed her own clothes and shoes, then 

left the Feng family. ” 

 

“After leaving the Feng family villa, Feng Xianxian dragged her suitcase to the dormitory. ” 

 

“It was Saturday, so there was no one in the dormitory. ” 

 

Feng Xianxian sat in front of her desk and began to write a letter. 



 

“After writing the letter, Feng Xianxian went to the bathroom and took a shower. She changed into her 

best clothes, sat in front of the mirror and put on some light makeup. Finally, she took out a brand-new 

fruit knife and cut her wrist without any hesitation. ” 

 

“After that, she lay on the bed calmly and slowly closed her eyes. ” 
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“Her roommate, who had just returned from eating outside, screamed in shock when she saw this 

scene. ” 

 

“Soon, the campus was filled with the sound of sirens. ” 

 

“When Old Mrs. Lin heard the news, it was already the next morning. ” 

 

“She held Feng Xianxian’s last letter, which had been sent from the capital, and cried uncontrollably. She 

looked up at the police officer and asked, “Is the child okay now?” ” 

 

Old Madam Lin was a little regretful now. She had never dreamed that Feng Xianxian would use suicide 

to make up for her mistakes. 

 

She should not have been so heartless yesterday. 

 

“If something had really happened to Feng Xianxian, then she would also be blamed! ” 

 

This child was really too stupid! 

 



How could she not understand why she would commit suicide? 

 

This matter was all Feng Qianhua’s fault. What had it got to do with Feng Xianxian? 

 

“Feng Qianqian was just like her, a pitiful victim. ” 

 

Old Madam Lin could even understand Feng Qianqian’s feelings now. 

 

Feng Qianqian’s current mood was probably the same as Lin Jin city’s family of four not forgiving her. 

 

Why should she and a child bear the responsibility for what Feng Qianhua had done? 

 

She was innocent! 

 

The child was also innocent! 

 

A nobody had nothing to do with it! 

 

“The police officer looked at Old Madam Lin. “Because it was discovered too late, the situation was 

rather critical. The injured person is still in the ICU.” ” 

 

Old Madam Lin closed her eyes. “Is Xianxian also in this hospital?” 

 

The police officer nodded. 

 

“Old Madam Lin got down from the bed and went to the ICU to see Feng Xianxian. However, because 

Feng Xianxian was still in danger, she could not be seen for the time being. ” 

 

Old Mrs. Lin could only ask the nurse about Feng Xianxian’s condition through the door. 



 

“The nurse said, “Are you the family member of the injured person?” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Lin nodded. “Yes! I Am!” 

 

“Then please go to the first-floor payment center first and pay the medical fees for the injured person!” 

 

Old Mrs. Lin was stunned. 

 

Could it be that the Feng family had not shown up since Feng Xianxian’s accident? 

 

Old Lady Lin quickly made a call and asked someone to pay for Feng Xianxian. 

 

It was not until three in the afternoon that Feng Xianxian was transferred out of the intensive care unit. 

 

“Upon hearing this news, Old Lady Lin quickly went to Feng Xianxian’s ward. ” 

 

“When Old Lady Lin arrived, Feng Xianxian was still unconscious in front of everyone. Old Lady Lin sat in 

front of the bed for a while before Feng Xianxian slowly woke up. When she saw Old Lady Lin, she 

revealed a blank expression. “Grandma, Grandma?” ” 

 

“Xianxian! You’re awake!”Old Lady Lin Cried Tears of joy. 

 

“Feng Xianxian looked at Old Lady Lin. “I, am I not already dead? Grandma, could it be that you’re 

also…” ” 

 

“Silly child! You’re not dead! You’re not dead at all! You’re Fine!” 

 

“When she heard this, Feng Xianxian turned her head. “Why did you save me! I’m a sinner, I deserve to 

die…” ” 



 

“”No! You’re not a sinner! Xianxian, Grandma’s reaction was too extreme! This is all your mother’s fault, 

it has nothing to do with it. In the future, you’ll still be Grandma’s good granddaughter!” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian burst into tears, but her eyes were filled with pride. ” 

 

She had won this bet! 

 

“Although she had walked out from the gates of Hell, it was worth it! ” 

 

“After making Feng Qianxian cry like this, Old Lady Lin couldn’t help but hug her and cry together. ” 

 

“She was just like Feng Qianxian, a pitiful person that no one could understand. ” 

 

“After a long while, Feng Qianxian finally stopped crying. “Grandma, I’m sorry, I’m really sorry! Thank 

you for forgiving me…” ” 

 

“”Silly child! Grandma was also angry yesterday. Grandma didn’t know that you would take it to heart! 

Promise Grandma that you won’t do this in the future, Okay?” ” 

 

Feng Xianxian nodded. “Okay.” 

 

“Old Lady Lin Wiped Feng Xianxian’s tears. “Alright Silly Child, don’t cry anymore. If you cry again, it 

won’t look good.” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian broke into a smile and wiped Old Lady Lin’s tears as well. “Then Grandma, Don’t Cry 

Anymore.” ” 

 

“”Okay, let’s not cry anymore.” ” 

 



“Feng xianxian continued, “Oh right, Grandma, Are You Alright? What did the Doctor Say?”Feng Xianxian 

had just woken up and she was already concerned about her health. Old Lady Lin was very touched. ” 

 

“After all, Feng Xianxian herself was an injured person. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin was afraid that Feng Xianxian would be worried if she told her the truth, so she simply 

said, “It’s nothing. The Doctor said that she’ll be fine after staying in the hospital for a few days.” ” 

 

“Feng Xianxian nodded, she continued, “Grandma, actually, receiving treatment in the hospital is far less 

reassuring than our own people. I remember that Sister Ye Zao’s medical skills are very good. She even 

cured master Yu’s illness. Why Don’t you get Sister Ye Zao to take a look at you?” ” 

 

Ye Zao? 

 

“At the mention of Ye Zao, a gloomy look flashed across Old Lady Lin’s eyes. ” 
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“Ye Zao was not even willing to forgive her, so how could he be willing to treat her? ” 

 

Old Lady Lin shook her head. “It’s fine. Grandma is really fine. There’s no need for Zao to take a look.” 

 

Feng Qianxian was a little worried. “Are you really fine? Why Don’t you ask Sister Ye Zao to take a look?” 

 

Ye Zao could come out and treat Old Lady Lin? 

 

“Actually, Feng Qianqian’s heart was as clear as a mirror! ” 

 



She had said it on purpose to draw hatred for ye Zhuo. 

 

“If it weren’t for Ye Zhuo, she and her mother would never have gotten to this point. ” 

 

This was all thanks to ye Zhuo! 

 

Wait! 

 

She would definitely let ye Zhuo have a taste of this! 

 

She would make ye Zhuo die a horrible death! 

 

Old Lady Lin Sighed in her heart. It would be great if ye Zhuo could be as sensible as Feng Qianqian. 

 

She slapped Feng Xianxian and even scolded Feng Xianxian. 

 

“But not only was Feng Xianxian not angry, she even used suicide to ask for her forgiveness. ” 

 

What About Ye Zao? 

 

She was hospitalized for two days and ye Zao did not even show his face. 

 

Although she was also at fault in this matter. 

 

But it was not entirely her fault. 

 

“No matter what, she was ye Zao’s grandmother. ” 

 

Ye Zao’s actions were simply too heartless! 



 

“Feng Qianqian continued, “Grandmother, did sister ye Zao misunderstand you because of my mother’s 

matter? It doesn’t matter, I can go and explain it to her! I can go and beg for her forgiveness! In any 

case, I’ve already died once. As long as I can be her sister and forgive me, I’m willing to do anything!” ” 

 

“Seeing Feng Qianqian like this, Old Madam Lin’s eyes turned even redder, her heart aching. “No, no, 

there’s really nothing wrong with grandmother’s body. You Don’t have to beg her!” ” 

 

“If ye Zhuo was sensible, there was no need for Feng Xianxian to take the initiative to beg him. ” 

 

She would come to the hospital herself. 

 

“Are you really alright?”Feng Xianxian looked at Old Madam Lin with uncertainty. 

 

Old Madam Lin nodded. “I’m really alright!” 

 

Feng Xianxian sniffed. “It’s good that you’re alright.” 

 

“Three days later, Old Madam Lin was discharged from the hospital. ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan came to the hospital to pick her up. 

 

Old Lady Lin looked at Lin Qingxuan. “Why didn’t Jin city’s family come?” 

 

Lin Qingxuan rubbed his nose. “Jin city’s pretty busy.” 

 

Busy? 

 

Were they really that busy? 

 



They were probably unwilling to forgive her! 

 

“However, Old Lady Lin did not directly point it out. She continued, “Wait a little longer.” ” 

 

“Who are you waiting for?”Lin Qingxuan turned to look at Old Madam Lin. 

 

“I’m waiting for Xianxian. She will be discharged today.” 

 

Feng Xianxian? 

 

“Lin Qingxuan’s expression changed instantly, “Mother! Feng Qianhua has caused you and the entire Jin 

City family to be in this state. Do you still want to treat Feng Xianxian as your granddaughter? How will 

the entire Jin City family view you if you do this? Jin city was in a car accident because of Feng Qianhua. 

Searing was replaced because of Feng Qianhua! She even put poison in your health-preserving soup! Is 

this kind of person still worthy of your forgiveness?” ” 

 

“Old Madam Lin’s expression was also very unsightly, “Qingxuan! To think that you are a person who 

has read books! Don’t you know that possessing wealth is a sin, and a child is innocent? These things 

were all done by Feng Qianhua, what has it got to do with Xianxian? Besides, Xianxian has already died 

once, what do you want her to do? Are you going to watch her die again? Are you that ruthless?” ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan frowned. “Feng Xianxian is already nineteen this year. Are you so sure that she doesn’t 

know anything about what Feng Qianhua did?” 

 

“Anyway, Lin Qingxuan didn’t believe it. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin only knew that Feng Xianxian was like her, a pitiful person who couldn’t be forgiven. She 

wouldn’t listen to anything else.., “Qingxuan, I believe that Xianxian is not that kind of child! She is 

innocent! She was deceived by Feng Qianhua just like me!” ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan took a deep breath and tried his best to calm himself down. 

 



“At this moment, Feng Xianxian walked over from the other side. Her voice was very low and her face 

was full of guilt, “Fourth uncle Lin, I know that nothing I say now will make things better. But I still want 

to say that I was also kept in the dark by my mother. I really don’t know… … Grandma has always doted 

on me since I was young. If I knew about this, I definitely wouldn’t have let my mother do this!” ” 

 

“At the end of her sentence, Feng Xianxian bowed deeply to Lin Qingxuan. Then, she turned to look at 

Old Lady Lin. “Grandma, I’m going to school first. I’ll visit you another day.” ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin held Feng Xianxian’s hand. “Xianxian, let your fourth uncle send you off.” ” 

 

Feng Xianxian shook her head. “No need.” 
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“Looking at Feng Qianxian’s departing figure, Old Lady Lin’s eyes were filled with heartache. ” 

 

“After a long while, Old Lady Lin raised her head to look at Lin Qingxuan. “Qianxian is just a child who 

doesn’t know anything. Do you have to treat her like this?” ” 

 

“Lin Qingxuan said, “Mom, you know how to feel sorry for her. Why Don’t you know how to feel sorry 

for your own granddaughter! How much suffering did Zhonghua suffer because of Feng Qianhua?” ” 

 

“At the mention of Ye Zhuoluo, old Mrs. Lin’s expression changed. ” 

 

Didn’t she feel sorry for Ye Zhuoluo? 

 

She even apologized to Ye Zhuoluo personally! 

 

But Ye Zhuoluo didn’t appreciate it at all! 



 

“I don’t want to talk so much nonsense with you. Let’s go back.” 

 

Lin Qingxuan shook her head helplessly and followed Old Mrs. Lin’s footsteps. 

 

“In the car, Old Mrs. Lin took the initiative to care about Lin Qingxuan’s important matters. “Qingxuan, 

you said earlier that you would bring people back to see me. When are you going to bring them back?” ” 

 

“You’re not going to set me up with Jiang Suran Anymore?”Lin Qingxuan teased. 

 

“Old Lady Lin rolled her eyes at Lin Qingxuan. “You really want to see your mother make a fool of 

herself, don’t you?” ” 

 

Feng Qianhua was the one who introduced Jiang Suran to Lin Qingxuan. 

 

“At this moment, Old Lady Lin obviously didn’t want to let Jiang Suran enter the Lin family’s front door 

again. ” 

 

At this moment. 

 

Chi! 

 

The sound of an emergency brake was heard in the air. 

 

“What happened?” 

 

Madam Lin asked nervously. 

 

Lin Qingxuan’s face was slightly pale. She hurriedly pushed the door open and got out of the car. “I think 

I bumped into someone!” 



 

Madam Lin also got out of the car. 

 

“The person who was knocked down was an old lady with white hair. From her back view, she was 

already very old. However, when Lin Qingxuan walked over, she realized that this person was not very 

old. ” 

 

He was at most in his early sixties. 

 

“Lin Qingxuan quickly helped her up. “Auntie, I’m sorry! I didn’t see you just now! Are You Alright?” ” 

 

“I’m fine.”The old lady shook her head. 

 

“Old Lady Lin walked over from the car. When she saw the old lady’s face clearly, she frowned slightly. 

“Qingxuan, if she’s Alright, let’s Go!” ” 

 

“Lin Qingxuan was a little worried. “Auntie, why don’t I send you to the hospital to have a look?” ” 

 

“It’s really fine. There’s no need to go to the hospital.”The old man waved his hand and walked to the 

side of the road. 

 

“Lin Qingxuan looked at the old man’s back, ” 

 

“old Lady Lin also urged from behind, “Qingxuan! What are you still standing there for?” ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan only walked back after the old man’s back completely disappeared into the crowd. 

 

“Old Lady Lin said unhappily, “Why are you wasting your time with that kind of person?” ” 

 

“”Mother, do you know that Auntie Just Now?” ” 



 

Old Mrs. Lin nodded. 

 

“The person just now was called ye Langhua, and she was Xi Muwen’s wife. ” 

 

“More than forty years ago, the Ye family was also a big family in the capital. Ye Langhua was the only 

daughter of the Ye family’s elder, so ye Langhua naturally became the heir of the Ye family. ” 

 

“When ye Langhua reached the marriageable age, she recruited her son-in-law, Xi Muwen, to visit her. ” 

 

“At first, their lives were rather happy. After they got married, ye Langhua even gave Xi Muwen a 

daughter. ” 

 

“Unfortunately, things did not go according to plan. More than 30 years ago, Ye Langhua’s only 

biological daughter went missing for half a month and completely destroyed ye Langhua. She began to 

search for her daughter day and night. ” 

 

“At this time, Xi Muwen took advantage of the situation to change the Ye group into Xi Corporation, and 

the Ye family became the Xi family. ” 

 

Xi Muwen even married a petite wife who was twenty years younger than him. 

 

Ye Langhua became the most redundant person in the Ye family. 

 

“In Old Mrs. Lin’s eyes, Ye Langhua was a useless piece of trash. She even lost her own child! ” 

 

“Besides, wasn’t it just a child? ” 

 

“If she lost it, she could just have another child! ” 

 



But Ye Langhua was so stubborn! 

 

“In the end, she gave Xi Muwen the wedding dress for nothing. ” 

 

“So, the Old Lady Lin Most looked down on is ye Langhua, think she is self-inflicted. ” 
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“When she heard that old Mrs. Lin knew the old man, Lin Qingxuan was even more confused. She then 

asked, “Mom, who was that Auntie just now? How come I’ve never seen her before?” ” 

 

“Isn’t she that crazy woman from the Ye family!”Old Mrs. Lin answered. 

 

“The crazy woman from the Ye Family? Who is that?”Lin Qingxuan had a face full of question marks. 

 

“Old Mrs. Lin explained, “She’s XI Muwen’s first wife.” ” 

 

“Lin Qingxuan frowned and said in disbelief, “She’s the Ye family’s Patriarch’s Daughter? Aunt Lang? !” ” 

 

“Old Mrs. Lin nodded. “It’s her. After she went missing for half a month, ye Langhua became mentally ill. 

I heard that she often got sick and started throwing tantrums everywhere. It’s a good thing that she 

didn’t blame us just now! Otherwise, it would have been really bad luck!” ” 

 

Who would have thought that she would meet this crazy woman as soon as she was discharged from 

the hospital today? It seemed that she would have to cross a brazier to get rid of her bad luck after she 

went back. 

 

“Hearing this, Lin Qingxuan sighed endlessly. ” 



 

“Who would have thought that the person with a head full of gorgeous hair just now was actually ye 

Langhua, the proud daughter of Heaven from back then. ” 

 

“Although he was still young at that time, he knew everything about the Ye family. ” 

 

“Back then, ye Langhua was one of the most beautiful women in the capital! ” 

 

“Not only was she talented, but she was also beautiful. ” 

 

There were countless people who pursued her. 

 

“Who knew that ye Langhua did not take a fancy to anyone in the end. Instead, she took a fancy to the 

penniless XI Muwen and invited him over. ” 

 

“When they found out that ye Langhua took a fancy to the penniless xi muwen, the nobles of the four or 

nine cities could not help but sigh. ” 

 

“After all, what kind of person could a talented and beautiful girl like Ye Langhua not marry? ” 

 

“Even if she married into the family, there would still be people coming after her. ” 

 

“However, ye Langhua was completely devoted to XI Muwen. In desperation, the old patriarch of the Ye 

family had no choice but to help the two of them. ” 

 

“The second year after ye Langhua and Xi Muwen got married, they gave birth to a cute daughter. ” 

 

“Later on, Ye Langhua lost her biological daughter in an accident. The old patriarch of the Ye family 

could not bear the blow and suddenly suffered a cerebral hemorrhage and died. Ye Langhua worked day 

and night to find her daughter, so she did not have time to manage the company’s matters, from then 

on, she fell into a slump. ” 



 

The Ye group was changed by Xi Muwen into Xi Empire. 

 

“Lin Qingxuan continued to ask, “It’s been so many years, and Aunt Lang still hasn’t found her biological 

daughter, Xiao Banyue?” ” 

 

Old Mrs. Lin shook her head. “She’s probably dead already! How can she still be found?” 

 

“It had been more than thirty years. Lin Qingxuan thought that ye Langhua had already found her 

daughter, but she did not expect that ye Langhua still had not found her daughter! ” 

 

“”Mom, don’t talk nonsense! She is definitely fine! Maybe she is looking for Aunt Lang Now!” ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin’s eyes were full of disdain, “A mother will give birth to a daughter like that. Ye Langhua is 

so stupid, how good can her daughter be? Even if she is still alive, she is probably as stupid as ye 

Langhua! She has no prospects!” ” 

 

“If ye Langhua wasn’t stupid, would she have lost her own daughter? ” 

 

“If ye Langhua wasn’t stupid, would she have become like this? ” 

 

“If ye Langhua wasn’t stupid, would she have taken a liking to a person like Xi Muwen? ” 

 

“In short, ye Langhua was still stupid. The reason why she became like this was all her own doing. ” 

 

There was nothing to sympathize with such a person! 

 

“Lin Qingxuan frowned. “Mom, your words are too harsh! It wasn’t Aunt Lang who wanted to lose half a 

month! After half a month went missing, as a mother, wasn’t it her duty to look for her daughter?” ” 

 



Old Lady Lin rolled her eyes at Lin Qingxuan. “How was my words harsh? She was stupid and didn’t let 

anyone say anything?” 

 

“”Mom, I remember that you had a good relationship with Aunt Lang back then, right?”Lin Qingxuan 

turned to look at Old Lady Lin. ” 

 

“Before the Ye family was in trouble, Old Lady Lin’s relationship with ye Langhua was indeed good. ” 

 

“Ever since the Ye family was in trouble, Old Lady Lin and ye Langhua had completely cut off all contact 

because Old Lady Lin never wasted her time on useless people. ” 

 

“Old Lady Lin turned her head and denied, “Who has a good relationship with such a fool? You’ve 

remembered wrongly!” ” 

 

“”Aunt Lang is, after all, a strange woman of a generation,”Lin Qingxuan continued, “Don’t call her a 

fool. It’s too ugly.” ” 

 

“With ye Langhua’s popularity in the capital back then, it was not an exaggeration to describe her as a 

‘Strange Woman’. ” 

 

“”If you think it’s ugly, cover your ears!” ” 

 

Lin Qingxuan did not say anything else and continued driving. 

 

“Old Madam Lin felt a little uncomfortable. Ever since Lin Qingxuan came to the hospital to pick her up, 

she did not say a word of greeting. She did not even care about her condition. Instead, she argued with 

her for so long on behalf of a crazy woman. ” 
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Could it be that her mother was worse than a crazy woman? 

 

“After a while, the car arrived at the Lin family manor.” 

 

Lin Jincheng and ye Shu stood at the door waiting for them. 

 

“Seeing the couple, although Old Lady Lin felt a little uncomfortable, she still suppressed all her 

unhappiness.” 

 

“”Jin Cheng, Ah Shu.”Old Mrs. Lin smiled. “Why didn’t I see Ah Ze and burning?”” 

 

“Lin Jin Cheng said, “They went to school.”” 

 

Old Mrs. Lin nodded. 

 

“”Mom, how is your body? What did the Doctor Say?”Lin Jin Cheng continued to ask.” 

 

He finally asked about her body condition! 

 

“Old Mrs. Lin heaved a sigh of relief and continued, “That ingrate poisoned me for more than ten years. 

The Doctor said that I can only try to use Chinese medicine to detoxify the poison now. It’s best if it can 

be detoxified. If it can’t be detoxified… then it’s my life.”” 

 

“At the end of her sentence, Old Madam Lin Sighed.” 

 

“Lin Jincheng continued, “Then in the following days, you should take your medicine and recuperate 

your body. I believe that the poison in your body can definitely be expelled.”” 

 

“Hearing this, the hope on old Madam Lin’s face instantly disappeared.” 

 



She had thought that Lin Jincheng would ask ye Zhuo to come and take a look at her. 

 

“After all, Ye Zao’s medical skills were indeed good.” 

 

She did not think that Lin Jincheng would not even mention it. 

 

Was this the son that she had raised for more than thirty years? 

 

He could even leave his biological mother to die! 

 

“Old Madam Lin took a deep breath and continued, “Alright, you all can go back. I want to calm down by 

myself.”” 

 

Lin Jincheng nodded and held ye Shu’s hand. “Then Ah Shu and I will go back first.” 

 

“Lin Qingxuan also said, “Mom, I’ll go first too.”” 

 

The three of them turned around and left. 

 

Old Madam Lin looked at the backs of the three of them and felt very wronged. 

 

“No matter what, she was also a victim of this matter. Why couldn’t her biological son and daughter-in-

law understand her?” 

 

She was now terminally ill and no one cared about her. 

 

“Her biological granddaughter was obviously a doctor, but ye Zao chose to sit on the sidelines.” 

 

… 



 

The weather was getting colder. 

 

The new year was getting closer and closer. 

 

“After ye Zao finished his last class and was about to return to the dormitory, Li Yueyue rushed in 

excitedly from outside the classroom. “Big Zao! It’s snowing outside!”” 

 

“Really?”Ye Zao raised his eyebrows slightly. 

 

“In the world that ye Zao lived in in his previous life, the global climate was warming, so snow could only 

be seen on television.” 

 

“Although he had already seen snow once when he came to Beijing last year, Ye Zao was still very happy 

to hear that it was snowing. He went outside the classroom with Li Yueyue. He did not know when the 

snow had fallen, at this time, a thin layer of snow had already accumulated on the ground.” 

 

“It was the first time many students from the south had seen snow. At this moment, they were as 

excited as a husky, throwing themselves in the snow.” 

 

“Li Yueyue stretched out her hand and caught a piece of snow. She said in surprise, “The snow in the 

capital is actually different from the snow in our place!”” 

 

“How is it different?”Ye Zao went over curiously. 

 

“Li Yueyue continued, “Look, the snow in the capital has no shape. If you look carefully at the snow in 

our grassland, you will find that it is hexagonal! Just like the snow in the textbooks.”” 

 

“Ye Zao had never seen a hexagonal snowflake before, so he was puzzled, “Really?”” 

 

“”Of course it’s true!”Li Yueyue took out her phone, “It started snowing in October at our place. Look at 

this photo I took last year. Do you think this snowflake is different from the one in the capital city?”” 



 

“The phone screen showed a magnified picture of a snowflake. Ye Zao said in surprise, “It’s really 

different.”” 

 

“Li Yueyue said proudly, “Of course it’s different. How can I Lie to You? The snow at our place is much 

better looking than the snow in the capital city! Big Zao Zao, if you have time, you must go to our prairie 

to play! I promise to refresh yours.”” 

 

“Okay!”Ye Zao nodded. 

 

“Li Yueyue put away the phone and continued, “Zao Zao, do you have frostbite?”” 

 

“No.”Ye Zhuozhuo shook his head. 

 

“Li Yueyue said, “That’s such a pity. If you have frostbite, I can share a very effective folk prescription 

with you. I guarantee that after you use this folk prescription, you won’t have frostbite anymore!”” 

 

“”I have frostbite every year! Yueyue, tell me about this folk prescription!”A short-haired girl came over 

and said.” 

 

This short-haired girl was also from the chemistry department. Her name was Milo. She usually played 

well with Li Yueyue and Ye Zhuo. 

 

“Li Yueyue looked at Milo, “This folk prescription is known by all the herdsmen in our area. Although it is 

a little shocking, the effect is really good! “I also loved frostbite when I was young. After I used that folk 

prescription, I never got frostbite again! The children of our herdsmen grew up with this prescription!”” 
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“Li Yueyue went through a whole bunch of things, but she didn’t get to the main point. ” 



 

“Milo said anxiously, “Then hurry up and tell me. I’m dying of anxiety.” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue hesitated for a moment, “Just use the dog SH * t that’s cooked and apply it on the areas that 

get frostbite every year. I promise, as long as you apply it once, you won’t get frostbite in the future!” ” 

 

“What?”Milo looked at Li Yueyue in disbelief. “Dog Sh * t?” 

 

It’s even cooked? 

 

Did she not hear wrongly? 

 

“Even ye Zao was a little surprised. She had studied Chinese medicine for so many years, but she had 

never known that Dog Sh * t could cure frostbite. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue nodded very seriously, “It’s dog Sh * t! I’m not joking with you! Look at my ears and look at 

my hands. I used to love frostbite. Now, no matter how cold the weather is, I won’t get Frostbite!” ” 

 

Milo gulped. “This is too strong!” 

 

Putting Dog Sh * t on her ears? 

 

The scene was too beautiful for her to imagine. 

 

Li Yueyue pinched a snow ball. “It’s just a DAB. It’s not like I’m eating it. It’s actually nothing.” 

 

“Doesn’t dog SH * t stink after it’s cooked?”Milo asked. 

 

“Li Yueyue said, “It’s okay. Dog Sh * t doesn’t stink too bad after it’s cooked. Xiaomi, if you want to try it, 

I can cook it for you personally!” ” 



 

“Milo hurriedly shook her head. “Forget it! I Can’t get over my own psychological state! Yueyue, can’t 

you recommend a more reliable folk prescription?” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue didn’t think much of it. After all, every family in their area was like that. “This is very reliable! 

People in our area use this folk prescription! I won’t tell ordinary people about it!” ” 

 

“”No, no, no! Forget it!”Mi Lu still refused. ” 

 

Her frostbite liked to grow on her face. Could it be that she had to wipe dog shit on her face? 

 

Just thinking about it made her feel like she couldn’t accept it. 

 

“Ye Zao smiled and said, “I also know a folk remedy for frostbite. Xiaomi, you can try it.” ” 

 

“What folk remedy?”Mi Lu hurriedly asked. 

 

“Ye Zao continued, “Put the Hawthorn on the stove and bake it until it is soft. After it cools, rub it into 

mud and spread it on the frostbite. Rub it while rubbing until the Hawthorn is dry. Apply it about three 

times a day. After ten days, it should be enough.” ” 

 

Mi Lu nodded and quickly took out her phone to write down the method ye Zao had mentioned. 

 

Li Yue Yue hugged mi Lu’s shoulder. “The method that da Zao mentioned is definitely not as good as 

mine!” 

 

“But I really can’t do it with Dog Sh * T.” 

 

“Li Yue Yue smiled and said, “Isn’t dog SH * t a little smelly? Look at the celestial water that we usually 

use. Isn’t it also smelly?” ” 

 



Mi Lu nodded. “The celestial water is indeed smelly.” 

 

“As they spoke, the two of them began to seriously discuss which brand of skin care product was good. ” 

 

Ye Zhuo turned to look at the two of them. “What do you two want to Eat Tonight?” 

 

“When it came to eating, their eyes immediately lit up. ” 

 

“Mi Lu said, “On a snowy day, of course it goes better with hot pot!” ” 

 

“Yeah! I want to eat hot pot too!”Li Yueyue nodded in agreement. 

 

“Ye Zhuo also liked hot pot. “Alright, let’s go eat hot pot then.” ” 

 

“Mi Lu said, “I heard that the Ye family’s private kitchen’s hot pot is very delicious! Why don’t we go to 

the Ye family’s private kitchen?” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue frowned slightly. “The ye family’s private kitchen’s rabbit meat hot pot is delicious, but there 

are too many people. Almost every time we go there, we have to queue!” ” 

 

Ye Zhuo took out his phone. “Then let’s go to the ye family’s private kitchen. I can get us seats. We don’t 

have to queue there.” 

 

“Really?”Mi Lu and Li Yueyue’s eyes lit up. 

 

Ye Zhuo nodded slightly. “Of course it’s true.” 

 

The three of them took a taxi to the nearest branch of the Ye family’s private kitchen. 

 

“At present, Ye Shu had already opened 12 branches in Beijing. ” 



 

“Now, Ye Shu had already expanded the ye family’s private restaurant to the cities around Beijing. ” 

 

“As soon as ye Zhuo and the others entered, they were personally received by the manager. “Miss Ye, 

please follow me this way.” ” 

 

Milo and Li Yueyue looked at each other and saw the surprise in each other’s eyes. 

 

“The two of them thought that ye Zhuo was bragging, but they didn’t expect that ye Zhuo really had a 

way. ” 

 

“After sitting in the private room, Li Yueyue said curiously, “Da Zao Zao, I didn’t hear that the Ye’s 

private dishes have a membership system! How did you do it? Do you know the person-in-charge of 

their family?” ” 

 

Ye Zao didn’t hide it. “The owner of the Ye’s private dishes is my mother.” 

 

“”D * MN!”Milo covered her mouth in surprise. “Zao Zao, didn’t you say that your mother is a caterer?” 

” 

 

“Ye zhuo slightly nodded, “Yes! My mother is doing catering Ah.” ” 
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“Milo:”…”at the beginning, when ye Zao’s mother was cooking, Milo didn’t take it to heart at all. Who 

would have thought that ye Zao’s mother was actually the owner of the Ye family’s private kitchen! ” 

 

Li Yueyue wasn’t too surprised. 

 



Because she had already seen the ye Zao family’s heroic Spirit Soar to the sky last time. 

 

How could an ordinary person live in Jinxiu Manor? 

 

“After the three of them finished their hotpot, they went to buy milk tea and watched a movie. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing looked at the wechat picture sent by ye Zao and twirled the Buddha beads in his hand. 

 

He felt a little depressed. 

 

“At this moment, Cen Shaoqing received a voice message from he ziteng. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing opened it. 

 

“”Fifth brother, there’s a barbecue event at my house tomorrow. Do you want to bring fifth sister-in-law 

along?” ” 

 

“If it was in the past, he ziteng would definitely not send a message to CEN Shaoqing. Cen Shaoqing also 

never attended such gatherings. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing spent most of his free time in temples or reading Buddhist scriptures. 

 

But now it was different. 

 

“Ten-thousand-year-old monk Cen Shaoqing suddenly became sexually active, and Ye Zhuo was so much 

younger than him. He had to learn to adapt to the lifestyle of the modern young people. ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing did not immediately reply to he ziteng’s words. Instead, he opened ye Zhuo’s wechat and 

sent her a message, [ do you have class tomorrow? ] ” 

 



“Ye Zhuo quickly replied, [ no class tomorrow. ] ” 

 

“Cen Shaoqing immediately replied, [ Tomorrow Ziteng invited his friends to his house for a barbecue 

and invited us. Do you want to go? ] ” 

 

[ sure! ] 

 

“Then I’ll pick you up at Your School Tomorrow Morning.” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“After communicating with Ye Zhuo, Cen Shaoqing went to reply to he ziteng. ” 

 

“When he ziteng received Cen Shaoqing’s message, he was not surprised at all. After all, Cen Shaoqing 

had a family now. ” 

 

“When he sent the message to CEN Shaoqing, he knew that Cen Shaoqing would definitely bring ye Zhuo 

over. ” 

 

On the other side. 

 

Beijing University dormitory. 

 

“It was snowing heavily outside, and it was as warm as spring in the dormitory. Ye Zao sat in front of the 

computer desk and fought with all her might. Her fingers kept typing on the keyboard, and a design was 

displayed on the computer screen. ” 

 

“In a moment, she clicked to save the picture. Then, she opened the chat tool and sent the saved picture 

to a person named [ nine miles ] . ” 

 

The person immediately clicked accept. 



 

“[ received, thank you, God Chen! ] ” 

 

[ transfer the money to charity organizations. Send me a screenshot of the transaction. ] 

 

Chu Jiuli was the director of a world-famous luxury brand. 

 

He had been in contact with Gui Chen for more than half a year. 

 

“Gui Chen was very talented in design. Every single item he designed was a classic among classics. No 

one could surpass it. Once it was released, no matter how high the price was, it would be snapped up 

and sold out. ” 

 

There was only one desire for people to see it. 

 

And that was: 

 

Buy! 

 

“Furthermore, Gui Chen had another characteristic. ” 

 

He never asked for design fees. Every design fee would be transferred to charity organizations. 

 

They worked together five times in total. 

 

“The design fees for these five times were either donated to poor mountain villages or charity 

organizations. Sometimes, they were even transferred to relief centers for stray dogs and cats. ” 

 

Chu Jiuli did not expect that Gui Chen would still not receive any design fees for the third collaboration. 

This made him very curious about Gui Chen. 



 

He did not know who this person was. 

 

“As Chu Jiuli thought, he sent a message to the finance department, asking them to transfer the money 

to charity organizations. After the transfer was completed, he sent a screenshot of the transaction to 

Gui Chen. ” 

 

“After receiving the picture that Chu Jiuli sent, ye Zao turned off his computer and prepared to wash up. 

” 

 

“The next morning, just as ye Zao changed his clothes, there was a knock on the dormitory door. ” 

 

“Li Yueyue skipped over to open the door. Then, she turned around and shouted into the room, “Zao 

Zao! Someone is looking for you downstairs!” ” 

 

“Got it.”Ye Zao put on his Martin Boots. 

 

“Li Yueyue closed the door and walked to ye Zao’s side. She asked with a gossipy expression, “Zao Zao, 

who is the person waiting for you downstairs?” ” 

 

“Ye Zao Bent Down and tied the shoelaces of his Martin Boots. “It should be my boyfriend.”After all, she 

had made an appointment with Cen Shaoqing to meet him in the afternoon. ” 

 

Boyfriend! ? 

 

Li Yueyue widened her eyes in surprise. “D * MN! I can finally meet your boyfriend today!” 

 

One had to know that Li Yueyue had been curious about ye Zao’s boyfriend for a long time. 

 

She couldn’t even think of what kind of person was worthy of ye Zao. 

 



“Ye Zao smiled and said, “I don’t know if it’s my boyfriend either. Do you want to go down with me and 

take a look?” ” 

 

“Whose boyfriend? whose boyfriend?”Milo came over with a curious look. 
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“Li Yueyue said, “Da Zao’s boyfriend is here! He’s right below our dormitory!” ” 

 

“Really?”Mi Lu was also very surprised. 

 

Li Yueyue nodded. 

 

Ye Zao tied his shoelaces. “I’m going downstairs now. Do you two want to come down with me to take a 

look?” 

 

“Mi Lu said, “You’re going on a date with your brother-in-law. Why are we going to join in the fun? 

Yueyue and I can just stand on the balcony and take a look.” ” 

 

“Alright then. I’ll get my boyfriend to treat you to a meal after the holidays. I’ll go down first.” 

 

“Go ahead.”Li Yueyue waved at ye Zao. 

 

Ye Zao’s figure had just disappeared into the corridor when Mi Lu and Li Yueyue rushed to the balcony 

impatiently. “Where? Where? where is Big Zao’s boyfriend?” 

 

“”Yueyue, do you think it’s that one?” ” 

 



“Which one?” 

 

“Milo pointed to a man standing under a tree and said, “It’s the one standing under the tree wearing a 

black down jacket.” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue shook her head. “It shouldn’t be! That one seems a little greasy! And he’s wearing tight 

pants, isn’t it?” ” 

 

“What about that one?” 

 

“”That one is too white, just like a gigolo. It’s definitely not him.”Li Yueyue still shook her head. ” 

 

“At this moment, ye Zao walked out of the dormitory building. ” 

 

“Milo said excitedly, “He’s coming, he’s coming! Zao Zao is coming out!” ” 

 

“As soon as ye Zao came out, a tall and straight figure walked over from the side. He wore a long gown 

and a plain clothes. His body was like a jade tree. His facial features were extremely cold. His entire body 

emitted a noble and cold aura, as if he had walked out of a painting. ” 

 

The students walking around all looked at him. 

 

“Li Yueyue’s eyes were about to pop out stars. “F * ck! F * ck! This is the best in the world! This can’t be 

Big Zao’s boyfriend, right?” ” 

 

Milo was also stunned. 

 

“Although she had already prepared for ye Zao’s boyfriend to be extraordinary, she did not expect that 

there was someone in this world who could be so perfect. ” 

 

It was simply a sigh! 



 

“I think it’s very similar. This must be Zao Zao’s boyfriend!” 

 

“Compared to the man in front of her, the few boys she had pointed at earlier were simply too weak. ” 

 

“In Milo’s opinion, only this man in front of her could match up to Ye Zao. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing walked in front of ye Zao and extended his hand to her. “Are you cold?” 

 

Ye Zao extended his hand to him. “It’s okay. It’s not very cold.” 

 

“On a snowy day, although Cen Shaoqing was dressed very thinly, the temperature of his palm was very 

high. ” 

 

“Ye Zao had a cold body. In winter, no matter what he wore, his hands and feet would be very cold. ” 

 

“At this moment, one was cold and the other was hot. Her hand was being warmed up by him bit by bit. 

” 

 

Ye Zao tilted his head to look at him. “Are we going to He ziteng’s place today?” 

 

“”Yes.”Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly and continued, “When are you guys going to take the exam?” ” 

 

“Next Wednesday.” 

 

“Seeing this scene, Li Yueyue and Milo’s teenage hearts were about to explode. “They’re holding hands! 

They’re holding hands! They’re holding hands!” ” 

 

“Li Yueyue hurriedly covered Milo’s mouth. “Keep your voice down. If da Zhuoluo hears this, she’ll 

definitely be embarrassed!” ” 



 

“”Oh, right!”Milo also reacted at this time. ” 

 

The two of them watched as ye Zhuluo and Cen Shaoqing left the dormitory building hand in hand. 

 

“Driving was not allowed on the campus of Jing University, so Cen Shaoqing’s car stopped at the school 

gate. ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing opened the door of the front passenger seat. 

 

“Ye Zhuluo sat in the car. Just as he fastened his seatbelt, a good-looking hand handed him a cup of hot 

milk tea. ” 

 

“You bought it?”Ye Zao tilted his head and looked at Cen Shaoqing. 

 

Cen Shaoqing nodded slightly. “Let’s go to Ziteng’s house and watch a movie after having a barbecue.” 

 

“Sure.”Ye Zao nodded. 

 

“”Let’s go to have hotpot after watching the movie,”Cen Shaoqing continued. ” 

 

He wanted to do all the things that ye Zao had done with his two roommates yesterday. 

 

“Ye Zao raised his eyebrows slightly. “Cen Shaoqing, are you jealous of my roommates?” ” 

 

Cen Shaoqing’s expression was the same as usual. He opened his thin lips slightly. “No.” 

 

Ye Zao took a sip of the milk tea. “Really?” 

 



Cen Shaoqing held the steering wheel with both hands and looked straight ahead. “Really.” 

 

“Ye Zao smiled and continued, “Let’s go to He ziteng’s place. Do you want to buy something?” ” 

 

Buy Something? 

 

“Other than buying things for ye Zao’s relatives, Cen Shaoqing had never bought anything for anyone 

else. ” 

 

“”There’s no need,”cen shaoqing continued, “Even if we buy it, he wouldn’t dare to accept it.” ” 

 

… 

 

He ziteng had a lot of friends today. 

 

“At this moment, the sunny room on the second floor was very lively. Everyone gathered together and 

chatted and laughed. ” 


